
CURRYthe

Crawl

a culinary expedition through 
the heart of the outback

Complete the  
CURRY Crawl 
Challenge
and get a free Cap! 
*Terms & conditions apply

Introducing

the CURRY Crawl
A Culinary Expedition 
through the Heart of 
the Outback!
Are you ready to embark on 
an adventure that will tantalize 
your taste buds, quench your 
thirst, and immerse you in the 
rugged charm of the Outback? 
Step into the world of The 
Curry Crawl, where we bring 
you an unparalleled journey 
through the flavours and 
stories that define the essence 
of Cloncurry's outback spirit.
From rich and aromatic to 
fiery and bold, our perfectly 
curated curry joints are ready 
to take you on a gastronomic 
journey like no other. Each 
bite, unveils a different facet 
of Cloncurry's culinary culture, 
celebrating the fusion of 
global influences with the 
heartiness of the Australian 
Outback.
Toast to Outback Hospitality 
and raise a glass to the 
camaraderie that makes 
the Outback truly special. As 
you explore the iconic pubs 
along the way, you'll not only 
savour cold beverages but 
also engage with the local 
characters, hear stories of 
the land, and experience the 
legendary hospitality that 
defines Cloncurry.

Share your Curry Crawl 
adventure with us  

by tagging
#currycrawlcloncurry  

or #experiencecloncurry

We hope you enjoy  
your time in the Curry.

Leichhardt Hotel
11 Scarr St, Cloncurry
Ph 07 4742 1389

 Q@leichhardtcloncurry
The Leichhardt Hotel Motel 
is a 3-star motel and 
restaurant featuring 17 air-
conditioned rooms with 
refrigerators, microwaves, 
complimentary wifi and 
30-inch LCD televisions. 
Bathrooms with showers 
are provided. Conveniences 
include electric kettles, free tea 
bags/instant coffee, and daily 
housekeeping.
Enjoy a satisfying meal at the 
restaurant.
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The Central Hotel
46 Scarr St, Cloncurry
Ph 07 4742 1418

 E@centralhotelcloncurry
The Central Hotel is situated 
on the corner of Scarr and 
Sheaffe Streets in Cloncurry 
and prides itself on providing 
great service and affordable 
air-conditioned family 
accommodation. 
The Ultimate Curry Crawl 
Challenge can be found at 
The Central Hotel!
Take on the ‘Johnny Cash - 
Burning Ring of Fire’ Curry and 
if you can eat the whole plate, 
receive a free schooner of 
beer on the house!
There will be a milder version 
available for those ‘faint at 
heart’, but the Ultimate Curry 
Crawl challenge has been set.. 
will you be game?
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The Blue Heeler Hotel
16 Hulbert St, Kynuna
Ph 07 4746 8650

 E@theblueheelerhotel
The Blue Heeler Hotel in 
Kynuna, located 178km south 
from Cloncurry was an 1860's 
staging post for Cobb and Co. 
coaches. It has a rich history 
imortalised in the famous 
Australian ballad Waltzing 
Matilda, for it is claimed that 
at the hotel, the ballad was 
first performed by renowned 
bush poet Banjo Paterson. The 
claim, however, is shared by 
Winton’s North Gregory Hotel - 
180km down the road.

Kalkadoon Hotel
5 Stanfield St, Three Rivers 
Ph 07 4742 5042

 E@kajabbipub
The Kalkadoon Hotel is 
situated in Kajabbi, 100km 
north west of Cloncurry. 
Kajabbi was a location where 
the cattle owners from the 
state’s far north west brought 
their herds for shipment to 
the coast. Kalkdoon Hotel 
was named after the local 
Aboriginal tribe. Jeff and 
Lynette Bambrick bought the 
hotel in 2014 and have fully 
renovated it, while trying to 
stay true to the building’s 
original character and charm.
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experiencecloncurry.com

THE DUCHESS HOTEL
1 Duke St, Duchess
Ph 07 4748 4833

 E@TheDuchessHotel
The Duchess Hotel is located 
123km south west of Cloncurry 
and lies in the footsteps of 
Burke and Wills. The township 
was founded in 1897 and is rich 
in mining and railway history.  
The Hotel itself was rebuilt 
in the 1960's and is the last 
standing of four that existed in 
the towns hey day. The lunch 
menu is available every day 
and features the Katsu Curry 
Chicken Burger which can be 
washed down with a Curry Gin 
& Tonic!
Check out the Facebook page 
for monthly curry nights from 
April to October.
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urban leaf cafe  
& fudge station
20 Scarr St, Cloncurry
Ph 07 4742 0657

 Q@urbanleafcloncurry
Urban Leaf Café was 
established in 2023 on the 
site of the historic Bio Café. It 
adjoined the outdoor cinema 
which first screened ‘talkies’ in 
1927. Locals and visitors enjoy 
city-worthy coffee and fresh, 
homemade food as well as 
some incredible baking made 
on the premises. The outdoor 
eating area is dog and child 
friendly and the perfect spot 
to indulge in the weekly menu 
specials. 

 E@fudgestation
The finest Belgian chocolate 
confectionary handmade 
in Cloncurry. Featuring a 
range of decadent fudge, 
brittle and chocolate bars, all 
made locally using premium 
Belgian Callebaut couverture 
chocolate. Spoil yourself and 
try some today.
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Quamby Pub
Burke Development Rd,  
Cloncurry
Ph 07 4742 5952

 E@quambypub
Located 40km north of 
Cloncurry, The Quamby Pub 
was rebuilt in 2023. The pub 
is the remaining building of a 
once prosperous gold mining 
and cattle fattening district 
and comes alive when the 
annual Quamby Rodeo is held 
in July each year. Known for 
its friendly atmosphere, great 
meals, cheap drinks and good 
accommodation. The Pub is 
camping and pet friendly and 
has a refreshing swimming 
pool to cool off in. Highly 
recommend people to stop 
and stay.
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CLONCURRY BAKERY
42 Scarr St, Cloncurry
Ph 07 4742 1442
Visit the Cloncurry Bakery 
and enjoy a world famous 
delicious Curry Pie. The bakery 
also features a great range 
of bakery delights, coffee, 
cold drinks and sweets. Open 
Monday to Saturday from 
6am. Fully air conditioned with 
spacious indoor seating.
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The Wagon Wheel 
Restaurant 
54 Ramsay St, Cloncurry
Ph 07 4742 1866

 1wagonwheelcloncurry.com.au
Located in Ramsay Street, The 
Wagon Wheel is the oldest 
liquor licensed premises in 
North West Queensland, with a 
licence that was granted more 
than 135 years ago.  
It was established as the Prince 
of Wales Hotel in 1876. The 
current restaurant building  
was built in 1926. 
Offering well-priced 
accommodation, licensed 
restaurant and takeaway pizza 
and pasta.

BURKE & WILLS ROADHOUSE
Burke Development Rd,  
Four Ways
Ph 0409 320 333

 E@theburkeandwillsroadhouse
180km north of Cloncurry and 
breaking the trip between there 
and Normanton on the Matilda 
Highway is the Burke & Wills 
Roadhouse, so named after the 
route taken by the  
ill-fated explorers.
The roadhouse offers food 
and cold drinks along with 
accommodation and an 
adjoining caravan park.
The licenced restaurant offers 
wonderful dine-in or takeaway 
meals with the handmade pies 
or famous hamburger  
a must try!

8 Walkabout Creek Hotel
Lansborough H'way, McKinlay
Ph 07 4746 8424

 E@walkaboutcreekhotel
Walkabout Creek Hotel is 
located in McKinlay 107km 
south of Cloncurry and is the 
original located for the filming 
of 'Crocodile Dundee'.
Thai Curry Pizza available 
Saturday nights during the 
tourist season.

10 CAPCURRY Crawl 
Collect to Claim!
Get a curry bowl 'punched' by 
six of our Curry Crawl venues 
to claim your free Curry 
Crawl souveneir cap!
To arrange collection,  
simply email a photo of this 
section along with your  
name and phone number to  
council@cloncurry.com.au

Name:

Phone:
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Pick up your copy of The Curry 
Crawl map from the Cloncurry 
Unearthed Visitor Information 
Centre or download online at
experiencecloncurry.com

Heat up your next 
adventure with 
The Curry Crawl 
The Curry Crawl 
is a recipe for an 
unforgettable 
outback experience 
that blends flavours, 
stories, and hospitality 
into a tapestry of 
memories. Whether 
you're a food 
enthusiast, a travel 
connoisseur, or simply 
seeking an escape 
from the ordinary, The 
Curry Crawl promises 
to be a journey that 
you'll cherish forever.

Uncover the heart and flavour of the 

Outback, one curry, and one pub at a time...

xCurryCrawlCloncurry
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22A000

McIlwraith St (Flinders H'way)
P 07 4742 1361 
E info@cloncurry.qld.gov.au

@ExperienceCloncurry
experiencecloncurry.com

#currycrawlcloncurry  
#experiencecloncurry

Explore the legends, 
characters, colourful tales 
and rich landscapes of 
this fascinating area.

Curry Crawl Map key

✔ Don't forget to check 
them off as you visit!
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